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Abstract

Forensic handwriting examination is often criticized for its lack of objective
standards and rigorous scientific validation. On the other hand, cutting-
edge techniques for biometric handwriting and signature verification are often
perceived as perfect black boxes and are not used by forensic handwriting
examiners in their work environment. This paper presents an easy-to-explain
yet effective framework to support semi-automatic signature verification in
forensic settings. The proposed approach is based on measuring similarities
between signatures by applying Dynamic Time Warping on easy-to-derive
dynamic features. The goal is to provide forensic handwriting examiners
with a decision support tool for making reproducible and less questionable
inferences, while being both intuitive and easy to explain. The method is
tested on a newly proposed dataset that also takes into account the so-called
disguised signatures which are of extreme importance in this scenario.

Keywords: Dynamic signatures, Forensic handwriting examination,
Behavioral biometrics, Decision support system, Disguised signatures

1. Introduction1

Forensic handwriting examination typically involves analyzing one or2

more questioned signatures and comparing them with a set of known genuine3

specimens. This analysis is usually involved in cases where the authorship of4

a signature is disputed or denied.5
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Traditionally, this kind of analysis is done manually by inspecting static6

versions of the handwriting, i.e. those based on images of the signatures7

acquired after the writing process has already occurred, e.g. [1, 2]. Specif-8

ically, forensic handwriting examiners (FHEs) analyze the individuality of9

handwriting—based for example on letter and word spacing, letter size and10

proportionality, etc.—of both the questioned signature and the known spec-11

imens, to find similarities and differences between them [3]. However, al-12

though FHEs receive professional training, can rely on well-known best prac-13

tices1 and develop solid experience over time, the traditional handwriting14

examination methodology is typically criticized, due to issues with repro-15

ducibility and validity of the subjective visual inspection [4, 5]. These issues16

are exacerbated by the intrinsic intra- and inter-variability of handwriting,17

whereby even the signatures of a same writer can vary considerably, e.g. [6, 7].18

On the other hand, with the increasing use of new tools, such as digitizing19

tablets and smartphones, FHEs are increasingly confronted with dynamic20

signatures, i.e. those that can be acquired while the writing process is still21

ongoing [8]. Application examples include banking and insurance contracts,22

clinical documents, online transactions, and so on. A dynamic signature is23

characterized not only by the geometric position of the pen, but also by24

temporal, tilt and pressure information. Furthermore, most modern tablets25

capture the movement of the pen not only when the pen is on the surface of26

the pad, but also when the pen is close to the surface, i.e. “in the air”.27

These new measures pose new challenges to forensic handwriting examin-28

ers mainly due to a paradigm shift from qualitative to statistical and mathe-29

matical analysis they may not be familiar with. Although dynamic features30

of handwriting provide FHEs with the basis for objective and semi-automatic31

examinations, their graphic representation naturally lends itself to a visual32

analysis which, even if based on objective measurements, is still qualita-33

tive. A methodology for a forensic analysis of dynamic signatures that is34

as objective as possible is the topic of current research and, as such, is not35

standardized [9]. Some approaches use traditional statistical tests to confirm36

or deny the authenticity of a signature against a genuine sample, e.g. [10].37

However, there are typically too few signatures to compare, so the applica-38

bility requirements of these tests cannot always be met, making them less39

1Authoritative guidelines are provided, for example, by the European Network of Foren-
sic Science Institutes - ENFSI (https://enfsi.eu/).
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robust and reliable.40

Historically, the field of signature verification is also of interest to the41

biometric community. Excellent verification performance has been achieved42

in a number of studies that employ pattern recognition and machine (deep)43

learning strategies to provide an automatic response on the authenticity of44

a questioned signature; see, for example, [11, 12, 13]. However, most of45

these systems are characterized by complex solutions and high-dimensional46

data that make them perfect ”black boxes” for FHEs. The use of these47

systems makes it difficult for FHEs to explain the rationale behind their48

final assessment, which is strictly required in a work setting. Furthermore,49

typical biometric systems do not care of the so-called “disguised” signatures,50

that are those for which the authors try to disguise their handwriting to make51

it look like a forgery.52

In this context, the contribution of this paper is manifold:53

1. We propose an easy-to-explain, yet reliable framework to support dy-54

namic signature verification in forensic settings. The method extends55

that proposed by Linden et al. in [14] and for which a preliminary56

investigation was conducted by us in [15].57

2. We present a new dynamic signature dataset, which not only deals with58

genuine and imitated signatures but also disguised signatures which are59

of extreme interest to FHEs.60

3. We present the results of an extensive experimentation on these data61

to evaluate the reliability of the method, the way in which the dif-62

ferent characteristics of the questioned signatures (genuine, imitated,63

disguised) relate to each other and the influence of the individual dy-64

namic features on these characteristics. The experimentation is carried65

out both from a numerical and a qualitative point of view.66

The method is not intended to replace FHEs, but rather to provide them67

with additional evidence to support their assessment. As will be seen in the68

experimental section, in fact, the method can help FHEs to make their con-69

clusions more robust or to rethink their evaluation process. Unfortunately,70

especially in Italy, there is no wide cross-fertilization between the forensic71

and biometric communities. This research is the result of an interdisciplinary72

collaboration and is therefore aimed at fostering fruitful exchanges. In this73

sense, the dataset, made publicly available, intends to stimulate further re-74

search in this direction to take into account the real needs of FHEs in addition75

to traditional biometric systems.76
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 deals with related77

work. Section 3 describes the proposed dataset, which also includes disguised78

signatures. Section 4 presents the proposed method. Section 5 reports both79

quantitative and qualitative experimental results. Section 6 concludes the80

paper and describes some future developments of this research.81

2. Related work82

In the literature, several works have focused on the automatic analysis of83

signatures for different tasks. In [16], the authors surveyed the handwriting84

biometrics with respect to the e-Security and e-Health applications. Walton85

[17] analyzed handwriting changes due to old age and Parkinson’s syndrome86

in relation to the falsification of signatures for wills. Fairhurst et al. [18] con-87

ducted a preliminary study on the use of handwriting to predict information88

about the writer’s emotional state that could be a relevant factor in foren-89

sic investigation areas. Mavrogiorgou [19] conducted a kinematic analysis of90

handwriting movements showing handwriting impairments in patients with91

obsessive-compulsive disorder. With the advent of deep learning, the latest92

studies on signature recognition often make use of neural networks to build93

predictive models [20, 21, 22, 23]. However, these methods, while known to94

be very accurate, have a reputation for being very complex to explain so that95

they are ultimately used as black boxes.96

A categorization of these studies is possible by considering the methods97

for analyzing: i) the writing of classic signature with pen on paper (off-line98

signature); or ii) the writing of signatures on a pad, particularly with a99

pen capable of capturing writing pressure, tilt, velocity, and so forth (on-100

line signature) [24]. In [10] the authors studied the differences to capture101

representative descriptive characteristics with respect to the signature ac-102

quisition technique considered. Over the past ten years, as noted in [9],103

the application of handwritten signature technology has evolved consider-104

ably by applying systems based on the analysis of handwritten signatures to105

a multitude of new fields. The focus of this paper is on automatic signature106

verification to support forensic handwriting examiners for forensic analysis107

in an explainable way. FHEs aim to assess the probability of authorship and108

non-authorship of signatures [25]. In particular, for legal reasons, forensic109

examiners must easily explain in order to convincingly communicate to the110

judge whether questioned signatures are the referring author’s normal (gen-111

uine) signature or if they are forged in a dissimulated way. These motivations112
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have driven the implementation of systems aimed at supporting FHEs such113

as e-BioSign [26], where the authors proposed a tool to analyze dynamic114

handwritten signatures for forensic purposes. However, the main goal is to115

recognize genuine signatures versus counterfeit signatures without analyzing116

disguised signatures.117

In [27, 28], the authors proposed a method for verifying on-line signa-118

tures via multi-domain classification. The method aims to identify a signa-119

ture model of the signer that uses different domains (i.e., velocity, pressure,120

acceleration, displacement) making the dissimulation process very difficult.121

Indeed, as evidenced in [29, 30], for a successful disguise, a writer must have122

a thorough understanding of the identifying details of his writing, which123

could be described with different domains, adopting a new set. This com-124

plex task could lead to an insufficient attempt to subvert a signature model125

when it considers different domains simultaneously. However, this method is126

primarily designed for the automatic identification of genuine and imitated127

signatures without paying particular attention to analyzing disguised signa-128

tures. Furthermore, it is difficult to explain to an audience non-confident129

in decision-making processes of justice. To this end, a methodology capable130

of quantitatively analyzing signatures is needed [14] that also introduces a131

majority voting decision-making scheme to assist the FHE when multiple132

evidence emerges [15]. This is motivated to design best practice manuals,133

standard operating procedures and methodologies to support FHEs [5]. Fur-134

thermore, as recalled by Evett [31], forensic science is not only about technical135

progress and empirical data, but mainly the reasoning conducted by FHEs136

who can exploit further quantitative analyses through automatic tools to bet-137

ter emphasize their report. With this in mind, in this paper we have proposed138

a framework to support FHEs not only for classifying genuine and imitated139

signatures, but also for identifying disguised signatures in a transparent way140

that could be easily explained to a layman audience.141

3. Materials142

We collected data from 13 healthy adult contributors. We asked each143

participant to provide:144

• 20 genuine signatures of an invented person (both a name and a sur-145

name of varying complexity were considered), equally divided between146

two acquisition sessions on two different days to take into account the147

within-writer variability;148
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• 5 test genuine specimens, acquired on another day;149

• 5 test disguised signatures, acquired on another different day;150

• We also asked another contributor to make several imitation attempts151

of the genuine specimens and to choose the 5 best imitations, after152

practice, to use as test imitated specimens.153

Considering that for a signature we have only 10 comparative signatures,154

instead of 20, in total we have collected 250 genuine signatures to use as155

a reference set and 195 test signatures, equally divided between genuine,156

imitated and disguised signatures.157

Data were acquired using the Wacom STU-530 signature pad, with 1024158

pressure levels and 200 Hz sampling rate. We chose this tool mainly because159

it is one of the most common and professional tablets used on a daily basis160

in POS or customer points. This device is equipped with inductive sensor161

technology and provides (x, y) spatial coordinates, pressure values and time.162

Participants wrote using a standard stylus directly on the signature pad.163

Namirial’s commonly used Firma Certa Forensic, which directly computes164

some useful features (see Next Section), was used as acquisition software.165

The output of this software, which can be used directly by FHEs, contributes166

the final version of the dataset that we have made publicly available.2167

Each participant was asked to write while sitting at a table in a comfort-168

able position and speed. The signers were free to move the tablet to suit169

their needs. Participants were in good health and showed no impairment or170

symptoms that appeared to affect their writing. The signatures were checked171

after collection for any technical disturbances. Sample signatures are shown172

in Fig. 1173

4. Methods174

In a typical work scenario, a FHE would have to express and provide175

evidence for one of a few main hypotheses:176

• The questioned signature is genuine, i.e. naturally written by the signer177

in his style;178

2The dataset will be released upon acceptance.
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Figure 1: Sample signatures from our dataset. They differ greatly in size, complexity, etc.
In red color is the movement “in the air”.

• The signature is an imitation, i.e. another writer attempted to make a179

copy of the original signature to falsely claim the identity of the signer;180

• It is a disguised signature, i.e. a dissimulation in which the signatory181

tried to make his signature as an attempt to imitate for a subsequent182

denial. In other words, it represents a deliberate attempt to hide normal183

writing habits.184

The proposed method is intended to provide the FHE with a new quantitative185

analytical framework to better assess the authorship of a signature against a186

set of known genuine samples.187

It is worth noting that the method extends the one presented by Linden188

et al. in [14]. The main difference relates to the use of a majority voting189

strategy to assist the FHE when multiple evidence emerges. Furthermore, as190

previously shown, the proposed method was tested on fully legible signatures191

of varying degrees of complexity rather than less complex initials. Finally, we192

also included disguised signatures in our dataset, which were not considered193

in the study by Linden et al.194

4.1. Input195

The first important requirement is to have a meaningful set of authentic196

signatures with which to compare the questioned signature, otherwise a con-197

vincing conclusion cannot be reached. As mentioned above, we have assumed198

20 genuine comparative signatures.199

The second main requirement is to have available the raw features typi-200

cally acquired by most modern tablets, namely:201

7



• The (x, y) coordinates of the pen position on the pad surface at each202

sampled point;203

• Their timestamps, typically expressed in milliseconds;204

• Pen pressure, typically expressed as an integer in a predefined range of205

levels, from 0 (no pressure, in-air) to a maximum, which depends on206

the device technology.207

From these raw measurements it is possible to calculate fundamental kine-
matic features of the handwriting process starting from the calculation of the
pen displacement during the handwriting movement:

di =

{
0 if i = 1√

(xi − xi−1)2 + (yi − yi−1)2 if i = 2, . . . , N

with N the number of sampled points and i the i-th point. In other words,
displacement corresponds to the distance in a straight line between consecu-
tive sampled points. Given the typically high sampling rate of the acquisition
device, it provides a good approximation of the pen’s actual trajectory. From
pen displacement, the tangential velocity and acceleration of the pen move-
ment can be straightforwardly calculated as the first and second derivative
of displacement, respectively:

vi =

{
0 if i = 1
di
dt

if i = 2, . . . , N

ai =

{
0 if i = 1
dvi
dt

if i = 2, . . . , N

where dt = ti − ti−1, for i = 2, . . . , N , is the time elapsed between the i-th208

sampled point and the previous one. We limit our attention only to velocity209

and acceleration, as well as pen pressure, mainly for three reasons. First,210

their physical meaning is immediately intuitive. Second, these features are211

usually provided directly by most commercial software used by FHEs, so212

they require no further derivation. Finally, their effectiveness in capturing213

distinctive patterns of the physical and cognitive state of a signer (think,214

for example, of the malfunction of the motor system and its components) is215

widely recognized by the literature, e.g. [32, 33, 34].216
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The guiding principle of this type of analysis is that a high-quality im-217

itation may appear accurate but not fluent, or it may have been written218

fluently while looking inaccurate. However, difficulties arise due to the in-219

herent within-writer variability, which makes the signatures different even220

if produced by the same author. Although the pen trajectory pattern, as221

well as velocity, acceleration, and pressure profiles, can easily be plotted as222

scatter plots, these representations only provide a qualitative way to per-223

form signature analysis (see Fig. 2). More solid support can be provided by224

a quantitative assessment method.225

4.2. Comparison based on Dynamic Time Warping226

The comparison between a questioned signature and the given set of gen-227

uine specimens can be made by measuring how the signature to be investi-228

gated is positioned with respect to the statistical distribution of the within-229

writer variability of the genuine set. In other words, it is necessary to quantify230

how the signature in question is similar (or dissimilar) to the usual writing231

behavior of the signer. Of course, the classical Euclidean distance cannot be232

used to calculate the similarities between the signatures, given the imperfect233

alignment of the corresponding time series. To solve this problem, we use234

the well-known Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm [35], which is still235

popular in several application domains (e.g., [36, 37]).236

Given two vectors s and t of different leghts m and n, the goal of DWT is237

to find the best mapping with minimum distance between s and t with the238

following constraints:239

• Each index from s must match at least one index from t;240

• The first (last) index from s must match the first (last) index of t;241

• The mapping of the indices from s to the indices of t must be mono-242

tonically increasing.243

The best match is indicated by the match that satisfies all restrictions and
rules and has the lowest cost. The cost is calculated as the sum of the absolute
differences, for each pair of matched indices, between their respective values.
To find the best match in practice, a matrix of size m×n is first constructed.
The matrix is then filled recursively, one element at a time, using the following
formula:

D(i, j) = |s(i)− t(j)|+ min


D(i− 1, j)

D(i− 1, j − 1)
D(i, j − 1)

 ,

9



Figure 2: Visual inspection of the data: on the left, those relating to a genuine specimen;
on the right, those relating to an imitation attempt. From top to bottom, the signature
and the corresponding velocity, acceleration and pressure profile are displayed. The curves
are plotted as a function of the progress during writing. Although some differences between
the two signatures are quite evident, their precise distinction appears to be difficult and
questionable.
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with the initial condition D(1, 1) = |s(1) − t(1)|. The final answer will be244

available as D(m,n). The time complexity of the DTW algorithm is O(mn),245

although faster techniques for calculating DTW are available in several pop-246

ular libraries.247

4.3. Decision rule248

The proposed method involves the calculation of all distances, in a DTW249

fashion, between the N genuine signatures in the reference set. This results250

in N(N−1)
2

distances that capture the within-writer variability of the original251

signer and can be plotted as a classic box plot. In such a box plot, the box,252

i.e. the interquartile range, expresses how generally handwritten signatures253

vary from each other, that is, as different handwritten signatures, but of the254

same subject, tend to look alike. Anything, however, that does not fit in the255

box, constitutes those methods of writing with which the subject in question256

usually does not sign.257

Then, the average distance from the questioned signature and each speci-258

men of the reference set can be calculated and plotted against the previously259

obtained box plot. If the questioned signature is placed within the main260

variation, i.e. in the interquartile range, then it can be considered a genuine261

specimen. Otherwise, if it is outside the main variation, i.e. below or above262

the first or third quartile, it can be considered to some extent a suspicious263

signature. This approach is useful for FHEs to analyze the extent to which264

the signature in question is separated from the distribution of the genuine265

comparative signatures. The same analysis can be performed for each of the266

time-dependent features: velocity, acceleration, pressure. The final conclu-267

sion can be provided as the most recurrent result derived from the previous268

analysis. For example, if the velocity and acceleration in question are not in269

the main variation while pressure is, the conclusion is that the signature could270

be an imitation. In other words, a majority vote is taken. Figure 3 shows271

the result of a comparison, with respect to the box plot of the within-writer272

variability, between a test genuine specimen and a test imitation. Although273

quantitative, the proposed method resorts to the use of graphical representa-274

tions that allow the expert to appreciate “by eye” the rationale on the nature275

of the signature being verified when compared with handwritten signatures,276

providing greater interpretability.277

This analysis is suitable for discriminating between genuine signatures278

and imitated signatures. However, a different observation should be made279

for disguised signatures. Since, in these signatures, the same signatory tends280

11



Figure 3: Illustrative result of the verification comparison between a genuine test specimen
(left) and a test imitation (right). The two signatures are plotted on the same box plots,
showing the distribution of within-writer variability of the authentic signer, depending
on the specific feature considered: velocity, acceleration and pressure. The final decision
can be made based on the mode of the individual decisions taken according to the single
features. It can be seen that, in the genuine case, pressure failed to accurately assign the
genuine specimen in the main variation of the corresponding box plot; however, the final
decision of the system is not affected.
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to dissociate himself from his writing, their appearance is very different, and281

this is also reflected in the dynamics of the movement, which will be very282

altered. For this reason, disguised signatures will most likely be identified as283

being imitated by our method. However, while with regard to the imitations284

made by other subjects, there is still an effort to make them resemble the285

genuine, we hypothesized that the attempt to dissociate in the disguised can286

lead to even more extreme differences with the comparatives compared to287

the imitations. This aspect, as reported in the Next Section, was empirically288

evaluated on the data collected.289

5. Experiment290

The experiments were performed on Google Colaboratory, which pro-291

vides a useful platform for writing, executing and sharing Python code. It is292

worth noting that we have used the FastDTW implementation of DTW, which293

provides optimal or near-optimal alignments with linear time and memory294

complexity [38]. As for the box plots, we used the popular Matplotlib li-295

brary, with predefined parameters. By default, the upper whisker extends296

to the last data lower than Q3 + 1.5 × IQR, where Q3 and IQR are the297

third quartile and the interquartile range, respectively. Similarly, the lower298

whisker extends to the first data greater than Q1 − 1.5 × IQR. Test signa-299

ture distributions are plotted via Matplotlib and the displot function of300

Seaborn with a Gaussian kernel density estimation for the approximation of301

histograms to continuous lines. Finally, it is worth mentioning that a time302

execution analysis has not been performed, as the application is not safety303

critical. In any case, it only takes a few seconds for each signature com-304

parison. In the following, we first report a quantitative analysis aimed at305

evaluating the effectiveness of the method and the predictive power of each306

individual feature. The results of a quantitative analysis of the disguised307

signatures with respect to the other cases are also reported. Second, we de-308

scribe and discuss the results of a qualitative assessment carried out with309

independent domain experts.310

5.1. Quantitative results311

5.1.1. Genuine vs imitated specimens312

Figure 4 shows the results obtained in terms of accuracy of the system313

in correctly discriminating between genuine and imitated signatures with314

respect to the corresponding comparative set. These results concern the315
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Figure 4: System accuracy. The charts show the system’s ability to correctly assign
genuine test samples in the main variation of the box plot (true) and not out of the box
(false). Similarly, the method is accurate when it correctly places the imitated signatures
outside the box (false) and not inside the main variation (true).

adoption of the majority voting strategy on all three dynamic features: ve-316

locity, acceleration and pressure. It can be seen that, while simple compared317

to other sophisticated black box solutions, the proposed method is quite ef-318

fective in correctly recognizing the ground truth related to the test samples,319

reaching 78.5% as true negative rate and 87.7% as true positive rate. There320

is usually a trade-off between the sensitivity and specificity of a decision321

support system and the results obtained suggest that the method is slightly322

biased towards sensitivity.323

Figures 5 and 6 respectively show the contribution of the individual fea-324

tures to the final decision made according to the method in the case of genuine325

and imitated specimens. As for the genuine, Fig. 5 suggests that the most326

discriminating features are acceleration and pressure which are able to cor-327

rectly position the genuine samples within the main variation at least 80%328

of the times, with pressure showing the highest predictive potential. The329

feature importance is completely reversed when we turn to considering test330

imitations (Fig. 6). Velocity and acceleration are the first and second most331

discriminating features, respectively, while pressure seems to make confusing332

decision. Velocity, in particular, incorrectly classifies imitated signatures as333

genuine in only 6.2% of cases. These results are in line with recent literature334

reporting pressure as more controversial than velocity and acceleration for335

signature verification [5, 9].336
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Figure 5: Contribution of individual features to genuine signature recognition.

Figure 6: Contribution of individual features to imitated signature recognition.

5.1.2. Disguised signatures337

During the experimentation, we observed that while the imitated signa-338

tures tend to be placed in the whiskers of the comparative box plots, the339

disguised signatures tend to show a more marked differentiation from the340

comparative set, placing themselves towards outlier values.341

To better assess this, we normalized the mean DTW distance of each test342

signature from the comparative set to the maximum value plotted within the343

corresponding box plot and estimated the distributions of these distances344

with a classic kernel density estimation. This was done for all three dynamic345

features. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the distributions of the three test signa-346

ture sets are significantly shifted along the x-axis, as a consequence of their347

different means; they also have a very different variance, which lowers the348

corresponding peaks. Specifically, distributions describing genuine signatures349

are concentrated around the average value. On the other hand, disguised sig-350

natures emphasize that the signers exhibit much more variable behavior in351

the writing process. Finally, imitated signatures are placed in the middle be-352

tween the genuine and the disguised, highlighting that the imitation process353

represents the attempt to mimic the real signer: imitated distributions, in354

fact, are much closer to those of the real signatures than the disguised ones355

of the authors themselves. Note that these aspects are domain-independent356

as they are replicated for velocity, acceleration, and pressure. It is worth357
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Figure 7: Distributions of the average distance between genuine, imitated and disguised
signatures and the within-writer variability with respect to velocity, acceleration and pres-
sure.

noting that the density estimation across all test sets tends to flatten out358

the differences; these differences become much more evident when looking359

at the individual test specimens (see Fig. 8). In particular, curves overlap360

more rarely, emphasizing a much smaller intersection of the areas between361

the three signature classes.362

These results provide evidence for the hypothesis that, in order to deviate363

from the usual writing style, a signer’s writing dynamics tend to exhibit more364

anomalous behavior. This suggests that, although with the proposed method365

disguised signatures will be classified as imitations, compared to the latter366

they will deviate much more from the main variation, thus giving experts an367

indication on how to recognize them.368

5.2. Qualitative results369

To evaluate whether the proposed method can be of effective support for370

FHEs, we involved three independent trained and experienced FHEs in a371

qualitative assessment. We randomly chose three invented names from our372

dataset and asked each of them to perform their traditional evaluation and373

comparison between the comparative set and the test set. Each expert was374

given the dynamic features computed by Firma Certa Forensic, which they375

used to plot the signatures as well as the velocity, acceleration and pressure376

profiles as they would in a work setting. In addition, they have been trained377

to apply the proposed method to use as an additional support tool. FHEs378

performed the evaluation blindly with each other. In this Section, we report379

three emblematic cases where:380
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Figure 8: Distributions of signatures for three different signers with respect to velocity,
acceleration and pressure. It is worth noting that disguised signatures are not always
placed on the edge of the within-writer variability.
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1. Both the examiner and our proposed method agreed that a test signa-381

ture was genuine;382

2. The examiner found it difficult to recognize the state of nature of the383

test specimen and the method helped him in this;384

3. The examiner and method disagreed on the label to be assigned to385

a test specimen, and the examiner successfully relied on traditional386

evaluation to draw a conclusion.387

The main results of their assessment are summarized below.388

In case (1), the signature in question belongs to Mario Rossi. For the389

qualitative analysis, among others, the expert indicated the aerial traits as a390

significant identifying gesture, in particular the connection between the name391

terminal and the next drop cap (see Fig. 9). Based on this he concluded the392

signature was genuine. The analysis was corroborated by the application of393

the method which, for the queried signature, places all three features in the394

interquartile range.395

In case (2), the qualitative analysis highlighted a high variability in the396

aerial traits of the comparatives (see Fig. 10), so that the similarity with some397

known samples cannot be considered decisive for identification purposes (to398

assume probative significance, a graphic connotation should not happen ran-399

domly but systematically). This variability also affects the dynamic features.400

In short, the comparison did not show homogeneous results; in fact, there401

are comparative signatures which share some characteristics and others that402

differ. In light of this, the expert concluded that there was not enough evi-403

dence to support the homography hypothesis. The quantitative comparison,404

on the other hand, gave positive results for all three features: velocity, ac-405

celeration and pressure. This therefore allowed the expert to believe that406

the differences that emerged from the qualitative analysis were reasonably407

attributable to the natural and wide range of variability highlighted by the408

comparative signatures.409

In the comparative signatures of case (3) there are two graphic automa-410

tisms (present in each signature, they represent a significant identifying ele-411

ment), which concern the second subscription term (Sterpi). One concerns412

the position of the cut of the t, the other concerns the terminal group pi. The413

cut of the t is written by the terminal (allograph i) with a regressive hori-414

zontal movement (to the left). The cut is placed on the medium-high portion415

of the stem. The position of the cut represents a stable characteristic of all416

comparative samples. In the questioned signature, the cut is instead placed417
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Figure 9: On the left, some comparative specimens; on the right, an authentic test signa-
ture. The expert and the method correctly concluded that all signatures come from the
same signer.

at the apex of the stem. The literal group pi of the signature being verified418

differs from the comparatives for the ideomotor aspect; in the latter the ter-419

minal part of the p and of the i are made with a “fusion” between them. In420

the questioned signature, on the other hand, this fusion is missing: in fact,421

the two allographs (p and i) are distinguished and the pi group contains422

one more gram than in the known comparatives. These elements indicate423

automatism, because they are repeated in a systematic way. The hypothesis424

of dissimulation was rejected as the purpose of the signer is to build a graphic425

product that deviates from the handwritten signatures, in such a way as not426

to subsequently recognize it as his own. In this case there is formal affinity427

and executive fluidity between the questioned and the comparatives. As it428

is purely quantitative, the proposed method missed these graphical features429

and incorrectly classified the test sample as genuine. The expert did not430

rethink the previous evaluation and correctly concluded it was an imitation.431

This highlights that, in addition to not being perfect, the proposed system432

is not intended to totally replace the traditional practice and experience of433

experts but rather to provide them with additional numerical strength.434
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Figure 10: On the left, some comparative specimens; on the right, an authentic test
signature. The expert initially found that there was not enough evidence to formulate a
reliable hypothesis and only drew a conclusion after applying the proposed method.

Figure 11: On the left, some comparative specimens; on the right, an imitated test signa-
ture. In this case, the proposed method failed to correctly recognize the imitation and the
expert did not rethink the correct initial evaluation.
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6. Conclusion435

Many technological advances have led to the flow of digital assistants into436

various fields of a human’s life and activities; these include technologies that437

support natural ways of entering information and commands into portable438

devices. These devices now offer more built-in options for digitizing hand-439

written expressions. In its simplest form, finger writing can be used on almost440

any mobile device since they have touch screens that can sample the position441

of the fingertip. In addition, many mobile devices can also record the move-442

ments of the electronic pen. By leveraging these technologies, it is possible to443

envision a future where pen-based portable devices will integrate the protec-444

tion of sensitive individuals’ data with automatic signature verification [39].445

Thanks to such online processing capabilities, these tools will also provide446

the user with fine motor control monitoring, capable of detecting stress, ag-447

ing and health problems [34, 40]. Unfortunately, research and development448

for signature verification is spreading across vast applications without fertile449

synchronization between the biometric and forensic communities.450

To take a step towards filling this gap, in this paper we have proposed an451

easy-to-explain yet effective framework to assist forensic handwriting exam-452

iners in analyzing dynamic signatures. Since the proposed approach is based453

on simple methods, provided by most free statistical packages, and easily de-454

rived features, it can be well tolerated by non-computer experts and can be455

easily explained to non-professionals. The method also provides FHEs with456

an objective assessment tool independent of the specific examiner performing457

the analysis, resulting in reproducible and less questionable inferences. The458

long-term goal of this line of research is to reinforce the guidelines accepted459

and used by the forensic community working with dynamic data. This goal460

fosters synergies between the forensic and biometric communities, as they461

can provide complementary and not mutually exclusive perspectives.462

Some issues certainly require further research. First, we want to collect463

more data to provide the community with more robust and generalizable re-464

sults. Secondly, device interoperability should also be considered, as it can465

strongly influence the verification results [41, 42]. Device interoperability466

refers to the system’s ability to adapt to raw data obtained from different sen-467

sors or devices. Since most methods are designed to compare data from the468

same sensor, changing the acquisition device greatly affects the performance469

of the verification system. This limitation prevents the correct classification470

of signatures whose sampling devices have antithetical software character-471
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istics, acquisition means and hardware components. Therefore, there is a472

pressing need to develop effective algorithms capable of operating on feature473

sets from different devices.474
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